State law approaches to facility regulation of abortion and other office interventions

Key Points:

- TRAP (Targeted Regulation of Abortion Providers) laws do not bring abortion-providing facilities in line with other health care facilities, but instead subject them to different and more stringent requirements.

- This differential treatment suggests a lack of health benefit from TRAP laws, indicating they reduce access without justification.

- Legislators and policymakers seeking to protect women’s health would be better served by addressing abortion provision within the context of comparable health care services rather than via separate and different requirements.

Background

- Abortion is a very safe procedure, with less than one-quarter of one percent having a major complication. The vast majority of abortions in the U.S. are provided in freestanding medical offices and clinics.

- Over the last four decades, states have enacted laws specifically targeting facilities in which abortions are performed; these laws may impose requirements regarding licensing, accreditation, physical plant, and/or operations. Proponents of these laws purport they promote the safety of abortion. There is no evidence indicating that these laws create any safety benefits; at the same time, research suggests that these laws reduce patients’ access to services.

- The constitutionality of such TRAP laws has been called into question by the 2016 Supreme Court decision Whole Woman’s Health vs. Hellerstedt, which struck down a Texas TRAP law as unconstitutional. The Court found that the law’s imposition of requirements only on abortion provision, rather than on a broader swathe of procedures or providers, suggested that those requirements lacked health benefits.

- It is important to understand the extent to which states regulate abortion-providing facilities differently than facilities providing other office-based services, as differential treatment suggests the laws do not serve the legitimate purpose of protecting maternal health, and thus may be unconstitutional.

- In this study, researchers conducted a legal assessment of laws governing facilities in which abortions or other office-based surgeries or procedures are performed in all 50 states and the District of Columbia.

Findings

- States have enacted 55 TRAP laws in 34 states, 25 office-based surgery (OBS) laws in 25 states, and one law in one state governing cosmetic surgical services. Nineteen states have enacted both TRAP and OBS laws; 14 states have enacted TRAP laws but no OBS laws; and six states have enacted an OBS law but no TRAP law.
Conclusions

- States have frequently singled out abortion provision for targeted regulation, enacting more TRAP laws than laws governing other office-based procedures and surgeries. In only one instance has a state singled out specific office interventions other than abortion (cosmetic surgical services) for separate legal treatment.

- Unlike OBS laws, many TRAP laws apply regardless of whether the facility performs procedures (e.g. some TRAP laws apply to facilities that provide medication abortions but no procedures of any kind) and/or regardless of what level of sedation/anesthesia the facility uses. As a result, facilities that would not be subject to their state’s office-based facility laws are subject to regulation if the services they provide include abortion.

- TRAP laws impose more numerous and more stringent requirements than OBS laws. These laws do not align abortion provision with existing healthcare standards, but instead go beyond the standards for other health care facilities, despite the lack of any evidence they create safety-related benefits.

- Legislators and policy makers who want to protect women’s health should address abortion provision within the context of comparable health services rather than via separate and different requirements.
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